


RunBC Adventures
Brand Identity

RunBC Adventures is an international guiding 
company based out of Squamish, BC. We 
wanted to create a clean, modern logo that 

would speak to what the brand offers, show up well as 
a clothing/promo graphic, and reflect the PNW roots 
of this growing company. I kept the typography clean, 
incorporating Haida Gwaii’s Golden Spruce into the 
design as a nod to the brand founder’s connection to 
those iconic islands.



Website
www.runbcadventures.com

We wanted a mobile-friendly interface that allows 
visitors to scroll through trips at a glance, then dive 
into the details and get excited about their next 
adventures. 

I developed a rating system to help show the 
difficulty scale of each trip at a glance, and we 
integrated registration forms and third-party 
waiver applications. The logo colours are used as 
a unifying theme throughout, creating a cohesive, 
playful, and fresh feel. 

All graphic designs, web content, and photography 
are mine. 



Arc’teryx
Concept Catalogue

Project excerpt: This was a conceptual redesign of 
an Arc’teryx product catalogue. My goal was to take 
their existing aesthetic and imagery and give it a fun, 
vibrant twist. I took my inspiration from their new Fall 
2018 colour Rad, and then created a look book that 
highlighted Rad at the forefront of the product design. 









Logo and Brand Identity Redesign

Brand Overview

Run Like a Girl (RLAG) was founded five years ago as a social media 
startup. They amassed over 130,000+ followers on Facebook, 
and their business soon evolved to include dozens of enormously 
successful adventure retreats hosted all over the world, as well as 
a series of races and a successful branded clothing line which they 
sell online and at their events.

Challenge

Their name and original branding limits their audience. The goal 
with the rebrand is to create a more modern, gender neutral logo 
that focuses on the acronym as opposed to the whole name. They 
wanted to prominently focus on the adventure part of their brand 
by incorporating mountains into the design.

Solution

I created a logo that uses topography lines inspired by Vancouver’s coastal 
mountain ranges, as well as the outline of mountains placed behind the 
signature lettering. The mountain cutouts within the letters themselves are 
transparent, which allows the logo to seamlessly interact with its background. 

Old Logos New Logo

Run Like A Girl



Applied Branding

New Clothing Designs

Featuring pineapple print created by Hilary Matheson, 
as well as the new RLAG Logo on the Tank and Tights. 
Worked with USA-based outdoor clothing manufacturer 
BOA to create high-quality, unique RLAG designs. 

All photos/design by Hilary Matheson

One of RLAG’s flagship fundraising events, Live Love Run 
is heading into its 6th annual year. This event is a local and 
virtual 5k/10k race held around the world, with proceeds 
benefiting the Canadian Breast Cancer Association. I 
created a new signature race logo for this event to be used 
on banners and race swag.

Live Love Run


